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DANIEL  ESTRIN INTERVIEW   

BY:MAX 

C A M P  B E N  F R A N K E L  O N L I N E   !

JU LY
28 ,
2020

We interviewed Daniel Estrin today and we
got to ask tons of questions and he gave us

some answers. We asked him about his
favorite emoji   and he replied with a prayer
emoji. His favorite cheese is old amsterdam

though I was hoping for carsu marsu.His
favorite place in israel is Naha; havarim.  If
he had a camp name he would be called

Grover because he loves Grover, and lastly
his favorite pet is a dog but if a giraffe

would be a pet he would want a giraffe. We
are so happy he came to CBF online today.





OH  PIP PIP DID IT EVER PIP PIP 

 NOTICE THAT PIP PIP U.K TEA IS 

 PIP PIP GROSS?

The Tea



IT  IS PIP PIP



vs

America vs fish and chips. America is  a country, a
home, a place to be free but no one can stand fish
and chips the chips are so crunchy and are  great  

 with the fish. The fish is oiled slowly and fried
perfectly. So which one is better ? Some people

would say America because without it they would
not have a home but, people like Notes would say
Fish and chips because his home is the UK. So you
want to know the answer. It is America because if it

were the UK vs fish and chips the UK would win,
because it is a home.



NBA IS BACK!!!
The NBA is back. Everyone is going crazy.
Some people might say this is bad, more

people are near each other and more cases
will appear. On the other side this is great

during Covid - 19 people have been bored to
death. There are so many complaints, mom
what should I do I'm bored,  can i play with
my friends please, but now people will have

something to do. Sports are intense. You
always want your team to win. You support

your team and you have lots of fun
watching. With the NBA back people will be
happier and that will be better for all of us.













summer fun
is what you
find at cbfo



guys I know you have been on at least one bad
holday but ive been on a terrible one no toilets rats

are everywere I saw two snakes it was terifying! I even
called 999 three times I was even praying to get

away! please someone help me pretty please there
was at least five leaks in the leather roof HELP!!! oh

and the blankets are made of bear skin! no electricity
NO ELECTRICITY!!!



camp ben frankel goes
boom!



Maddy is a smart, curious and imaginative 18-
year-old who is unable to leave the protection of
the hermetically-sealed environment within her
house because of an illness. Olly is the boy next
door who won't let that stop them from being
together. Gazing through windows and talking

only through texts, Maddy and Olly form a deep
bond that leads them to risk everything to be
together, even if it means losing everything.
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